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PRESENT 
Commissioners: President Kara Kosloskus, Cecilia Clarke, Allison Frazier, Julia Goebel 
and Patrick Lahey, Mike Murdock 
 
Absent: Vice President Patrick Duffy 
 
Secretary/Executive Director: Steve Wilson 
 
Staff: Superintendent Sheila Foy, Superintendent Kristi Solberg, Superintendent Lindsay 
Thomas, Superintendent Dave Merrill 
 
Visitors: Walter Keats, Piper Rothschild, Mary Shea 
 
1.0 MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. 

 
A. ROLL CALL TAKEN 

 
2.0 COMMUNICATIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE 
 
President Kosloskus states she has received many compliments on the Explore More 
newsletter that was sent to homes. 
 
Commissioner Lahey states he would like to reflect on an email in the packet form Bill 
Arnold. There are a couple questions in that email that we thought this would be a good 
time to ask.  
 
1) Is the sidewalk on Harbor Drive in part or full located on the north of the roadway after 
the reconfiguration area and how has this changed?  
 
Director Wilson answers: The sidewalk along Harbor Drive runs from Michigan and 
Sheridan Rd down to a connection to the existing sidewalk and is fully located on the 
south side of Harbor Drive.  
 
2) Does the roadway reconfiguration, per discussion with the Yacht Club, require the use 
of retaining walls along the north edge of Harbor Drive, and are those retaining walls up 
to 6ft tall, and if not, how tall are they? 
 
Director Wilson answers: There are no 6ft tall retaining walls, but with the reconfiguration 
and pushing a little more north away from the Yacht Club, there are a couple spots where 
retaining walls will be needed. Those walls will be 2ft tall retaining walls set on the new 6 
inch curb.  
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3) Will the retaining walls create choke point hazard where pedestrians and vehicles come 
together making it where pedestrians won’t have the ability to get out of the way of traffic? 
 
Director Wilson answers: No, it is the intent of the sidewalk along Harbor Drive to keep 
pedestrians out of the roadways away from vehicles.  
 
4) Has the park district considered the alternative proposed path by residents? 
 
Director Wilson answers: Yes, most board members have walked that area with residents 
in support of the alternative path. In addition, those plans were looked at with both Lakota 
and Woodhouse Tinucci who expressed the shortcomings of it. Creating a path that cuts 
across overlook drive makes pedestrians have to cross over a roadway, versus the 
current plan with the bike line in Harbor Drive and the sidewalk on the south side. There 
is also the center area, what we call the “boot” area, once you get across the triangle 
there, there is an elevation grade change from the roadway up to the park level and the 
engineers expressed some concern about the impact there to trees, but also the 
possibility for switchbacks due to ADA accessibility concerns.  
 
Commissioner Clarke explains that residents have expressed they did not want more 
impermeable surfaces in Gillson Park, and yet this has been presented as a desire that 
would simply add more impermeable surface to the park. Many residents have suggested 
we use impermeable pavers, but many of our experts have said that those clog up and 
become impermeable.  
 
President Kosloskus explains there has been a lot of confusion about a retaining wall, 
which will be 2 and ½ feet high. There is already a hill there, an elevation change, and 
the retaining wall will prevent erosion. She states there has been a lot of confusion there 
and perhaps a stretching of the truth when the 2ft wall has become 6ft. She is not 
concerned about the retaining wall and states it is necessary to prevent erosion of the hill. 
Commissioner Goebel states she shares President Kosloskus’ confusion about how the 
retaining wall became 6 feet tall in the public story.  
 
Commissioner Murdock states from the very beginning he believes every commissioner 
has walked the park and looked at the different alternatives, and from the very beginning 
it seemed like there was a lot going on Harbor Drive with bikes, pedestrians and cars. 
But, we have hired experts to give us their expertise and they tell us it’s going to work. If 
ultimately the board decides they are not happy with it, there is nothing that would 
preclude us from doing an additional path in the future. When the best minds on this tell 
us it will work, Commissioner Murdock states he believes they should move forward with 
it. If it turns out to be insufficient, there is a secondary option if needed.  
 
Commissioner Frazier states that, much like everything we do, she believes it should be 
put to test and studied to determine if an additional path is necessary. 
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3.0 PUBLIC COMMENT/RECOGNITION OF VISITORS 
Commissioner Lahey asks community member, Walter Keats, if he could send in his next 
email the desire of the board to have all emails sent to PublicComment@wilpark.org.  
 
Walter Keats – Mr. Keats states that he thinks it’s fantastic to have a mailing that went 
out to homes.  
 
4.0 NEW BUSINESS 
4.1 PRESENTATION: GILLSON LANDSCAPE PLAN UPDATE – UPLAND DESIGN 
 
Michelle Kelly from Upland Design presents the updated Gillson Landscape plan to the 
Board of Park Commissioners.  
 
When going through the trees currently in the park and considering what trees to add, 
Commissioner Murdock asks why we would plant non-native trees. Michelle Kelly 
answers that they would add ornamental features to the park, and they choose trees that 
do well in our current climate, as well as the future climate change in our area. She also 
adds that some non-natives are good for the bird population.  
 
Commissioner Clarke asks if the view of the fireworks was taken into account when 
deciding where to plant trees. Michelle Kelly explains that they walked through the park 
to determine where the views of the lake would be, and with these plantings they are 
honoring the views that are already there. Commissioner Murdock explains that the 
fireworks are on East Beach. Director Wilson explains that earlier in the process they 
were planning to put more trees extending into the lawn, but we trimmed that back to 
keep the open space.  
 
Commissioner Lahey asks how old the trees will be when planted. Michelle answers the 
shade trees will be 2.5-3.5 inch caliber. The ornamentals will be around 6-10ft tall.  
 
Commissioner Lahey asks about plants that are geared towards pollinators. Michelle 
answers that there are many native species that are geared towards our native 
pollinators. She points out several plants that attract pollinating insects and birds.  
 
Commissioner Clarke states that Gillson is a big place for migratory birds. Michelle Kelly 
states there are many places where there are plantings for migratory birds that she will 
point out on later slides.  
 
Michelle Kelly explains the current plant situation at Wallace Bowl. Commissioner Clarke 
explains that buckthorn can’t just be cut out, it must be treated with herbicide to prevent 
it from coming back. Michelle agreed and stated it is definitely a multifaceted process.  
 
Commissioner Lahey suggests having a list of difficult decisions being proposed with the 
benefit listed next to the item. For instance, if the group is proposing to take down a tree, 
the reason for the removal and potential benefit to the area would be listed. Commissioner 
Lahey suggests this list be posted for the public to review.  

mailto:PublicComment@wilpark.org
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Commissioner Murdock asks Michelle to walk the board through a timetable at this point, 
as she sees it now. Michelle states that their goal would be to be done with the plan within 
30 days. Recommendation for implementation of the entire plan would be within 10 years. 
She would recommend getting rid of the invasives and do all of the native planting within 
a 5 year timeline, which, Michelle states, would be a massive improvement to the park. 
Budget is also a concern when planning out the timeline. Michelle points out that four 
hundred trees is a lot of trees to plant.  
 
Commissioner Clarke asks about the changed ordinances regarding prescribed burns. 
She mentioned that Superintendent Solberg has become an expert in prescribed burns. 
Superintendent Solberg states that she is a burn manager. Our horticulturalist and a 
couple of other staff members have gone to training on prescribed burns.  
 
5.0 ONGOING DISTRICT PROJECTS 
 
5.1 WALLACE BOWL RESTORATION 
Director Wilson explains the Ouilmette Foundation continues to work with an external 
consultant to conduct a feasibility study to gauge how much they could raise to fund work 
at the Wallace Bowl. The foundation has assembled a Study Leadership Team comprised 
of members of the foundation board, former members, and at large individuals. The group 
is working on the messaging for the fundraising discussions with possible donors, as well 
as amassing a list of possible donor names. The intent is to have the study completed by 
early May. 

5.2 GILLSON PARK COMPREHENSIVE PLAN  
Director Wilson says the plans for Gillson Park are still under review by all the various 
agencies who must approve them including both the Village of Wilmette and the MWRD. 
The MWRD has provided initial comments this week and the engineers responded to the 
comments on Friday. We expect the review process by the MWRD to continue for a 
couple more weeks which makes the ability to conduct a proper bid process and begin 
work in Spring to be highly unlikely, which means work will commence in Fall after the 
summer season. 

5.4 LANGDON SHORELINE PROTECTION PROJECT  
Director Wilson explains that planning for the work at Langdon progresses and 
SmithGroup will be at the meeting to outline their progress to date.  

 
When we originally had a plan to make a path down the bluff, the IDNR and the Army 
Corps had approved the revetment and path. We went back and asked if the new 
configuration would warrant a new review and permitting. We were informed that the prior 
permit still applies.  
 
Staff met with the Village of Wilmette engineering and community development 
departments. We introduced them to the details of the plan so they could ask questions 
and we could hear their thoughts. They gave us the key points that they will need 
addressed. We don’t expect any major issues in this project with permitting or execution.  
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5.5 SOLAR PANEL PROJECT AT CRC 
Director Wilson explains that Superintendent Solberg and her staff have met with Verde 
Energy, who has been communicating with Comed regarding our conversion to solar. A 
lot of design work, due diligence and detailed work goes into this. That being said, we do 
not expect installation to begin until late fall 2024.  
 
President Kosloskus states that she was admittedly disappointed when she read that the 
installation wouldn’t begin until fall. Superintendent Solberg explains that there is a lot of 
engineering that needs to be done prior to installation. The engineers met on site in 
November and began compiling a lot more information to move forward with the project.  

 
5.7 LAKEVIEW CENTER RENOVATION 
Director Wilson explains that the floor on the upper level has been replaced at no 
additional cost to the district. That work is complete, which leaves this project 99% 
complete. There are some punch list items that remain, including sealing the deck once 
it is weathered for one year. This project is now considered complete and will not appear 
on future updates.  
 
6.0 OPERATIONAL REPORTS 
6.1 ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT 

Superintendent Thomas updates the board on district operations. The Explore More 
magazine has hit mailboxes in town. The Marketing team has worked extremely hard on 
this project. In addition, the Summer Camp guide will be posted online tomorrow.  

Superintendent Thomas states we have received great feedback on our outdoor ice 
rink, compliments of our Parks and Planning Department. The posts on social media 
have received many likes and shares and these have been our more popular posts so 
far this year.  

For the Sustainability plan update, Lucy Mellen has been updating the plan based on 
the board’s feedback. It will be delivered to the board and the public next week.  

In the Human Resources department, some hires have been made to fill open positions. 
Eric Gonzalez has started as the new HR Assistant. Sport Supervisor is in the last 
round of interviews. Recreation General Manager is still in first round phone screenings. 
Center for the Arts Supervisor position was posted last week and applications are 
coming in.  

District Operations: IPRA/IAPD Conference is this week.  

Strategic Plan draft: February 16th 

Comprehensive Plan draft: April 5th  

BerryDunn will be at the April 8th Committee of the Whole meeting to go over their 
progress.  
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6.2 FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

6.2.1 AUGUST 2023 INCOME STATEMENT 

Superintendent Foy goes over her progress on 2023 revenue. She gives 
projections for actual numbers in operating expenses and capital, but states she 
still needs to vet the numbers.  

6.2.3 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 

Superintendent Foy explains that the report shows which projects have been done 
and which have been cancelled.  

6.3 RECREATION DEPARTMENT 

Golf 
Adam Kwiatkoski gives his report on the Golf Course. He states there has not been 
enough snow this year for cross country skiing. Batteries for golf carts have been 
delivered and are being installed in carts. Memberships and permanent tee times go on 
sale starting February 1st.  

Centennial 
Jason Stanislaw gives an update on Centennial.  

Pool – We are finalizing the pool schedule for summer.  

Ice – Ice show prep is under way. The Ice Show is May 10-12th. We had 330 skaters at 
Skate with Santa.  

Tennis –Over winter break we did cardio tennis, which did very well. We have added 
daytime cardio tennis Tuesday/Thursday 1:30-2:30pm. We have added USTA team 
Tennis pop-ups for kids so kids can play matches against other teams.  

Paddle – We are planning couples-oriented events in February, March and April. We 
wrote a grant proposal to APTA and we have been awarded a $30,000 grant for growing 
paddle the way we have.  

President Kosloskus asks Superintendent Foy where the grant will be put back into the 
budget.  

CRC 
Tim Johnson updates the board on the CRC.  

Fitness- We had 35 participants in our Holiday Hustle. We sold 57 personal training 
packages, generating just shy of $36,000. We are looking forward to our Transformation 
Challenge. The 2024 New Year Survey available now.  

Mallinckrodt – We received over 300 letters to Santa this year.  
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Gymnastics – Sara Emory has been promoted from within to the Gymnastics Manager 
Position and has been with us for about 10 years.  

Operations – We have the room upgrade project in Room 106 that will start January 29th.  

Center for the Arts – The supervisor position is posted.  

Lakefront 
Ben Wozney gives an update on the lakefront.  

Sailing Beach – We started sailing registration on the 15th. 260 people registered last 
week, generating $175,000.  

Lakeview – We had new doors put in by our Parks and Planning Department, making 
both sides of the building ADA accessible.  

Campus clubs and school day off programs are still going on. We worked the waitlist for 
school day off, due to the new flooring being finished, and got 26 families off the waitlist.  

Rentals are picking back up at Lakeview.  

We have 91 returning summer staff and 47 new applicants.  

6.4 PARKS AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
Superintendent Solberg updates the board on the Parks and Planning Department. We 
got the ice rinks up and running, but with temperatures rising we will likely lose them 
tonight or tomorrow. We are very grateful for the long hours our department put in to flood 
those areas for ice rinks. We had people out there for 24 hours.  

We are working on repairing the bare spots on the soccer fields at Community Playfields.  

We had broken pipes and roof leaks during the deep freeze.  

We have two bids open, one for the cleaning contract and one for pool drain covers.  

7.0 ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business to conduct, President Kosloskus moves and 
Commissioner Frazier seconds a motion to adjourn the Committee of the Whole meeting. 

 
By a voice vote; Motion Carried.  
 
Minutes Approved on March 11, 2024. 
 
 
 
 


